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ABSTRACT

An Oceanic General Circulation Model (OGCM) has been developed for modelling the dispersion

of plutonium (Pu) and other non-conservative tracers in the marine system. A plutonium scavenging
model as well as an advection-diffusion model has been incorporated into the OGCM.

It appears that the best way to validate a numerical model for the dispersion of non-conservative

tracers in the global ocean would be to calculate radionuclide concentrations in the ocean from
atmospheric nuclear tests (global and local fallout) and to compare them with observations. This paper
concentrates on predictions of the distributions and vertical profiles Of 119,140pU in the water column of

the Pacific Ocean, both from global fallout as well as from local fallout from nuclear weapons tests at
Bikini and Enewetak Atolls.

The water profile concentrations, water and sediment inventories of 239,24OPu have shown generally

good agreement between calculated and observed data. Nevertheless, the present model cannot

calculate the water profiles in the north North Pacific or the west coast of the American continent very
well, mainly because of the underestimation of the effect of biological productivity on Pu scavenging
and its removal from the water column in these regions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There has recently been growing interest in the development of predictive computer models for

studying the dispersion and scavenging of plutonium from

(1) authorised discharges from Sellafield and La Hague reprocessing plants.
(2) unpredictable or accidental releases from radioactive waste dumping sites.

(3) Mururoa and Fangataufa nuclear weapons test sites.
(4) sunken nuclear ships and submarines.

(5) global fallout from past atmospheric nuclear tests.
It would appear that there are fewer papers dealing with Pu modelling than with modelling of Cs

dispersion in the ocean. This is because of the complex physical, chemical and biological processes

involving Pu in the marine environment. However, Pu is a very important radioactive element for

radiological assessment studies due to its high potential contribution to human radiation doses.

2. METHODS

2.1 Oceanic General Circulation Model (OGCM) and Advection Model

A modified version of the robust diagnostic OGCM described by Fujio et a]. 1] has been applied

in the present study. The model covers the world ocean with real topography and divides it

horizontally into 2 x 20 grids and vertically into 15 levels. It covers the world oceans from 790S to

750N, with the exception of the Arctic Ocean, which is not included in the present model. The model

consists of equations of motion, continuity, state, advection and diffusion. Based on the annual
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average hydrographic data of Levitus[2] and the wind stress data of Hellerman and Rosenstein[31, the
annually averaged velocity fields have been determined diagnostically.

The basic model equations of OGCM are given by Eqs.(I)-(6).
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where u is the horizontal velocity vector, V is the horizontal gradient operator, w is current of
z-directionj is Coriolis coefficient, p(po) are (averaged) density of seawater, P is pressure, AHand Av
are horizontal and vertical viscosity coefficient. The inor terms" in Eq.(l) express the inertial and
diffusion terms arising from the curvature of the earth. And where g is gravitational acceleration, *)
and S(*) are (observed) potential water temperature and salinity, KHand Kv are horizontal and vertical
diffusion coefficient, is restoring strength. In this study, the value of 1/100 day-' is used for y. The
International Equation of State EOS80) is used to calculate seawater density in Eq.(6).

The advection process can be expressed as the initial value problem by Eqs.(7)-(8). Let x(t) be the
position vector of a particle at time t, and u(x) be the three-dimensional velocity vector at position x
calculated by the above robust diagnostic OGCM. The tracking is expressed as the initial value
problem by the equations.

dx
= (X) (7)

dt

= O at t=O (8)

The random walk method was applied for the description of the diffusion of radionuclides in water.
The distance (L) of the movement caused by diffusion can be expressed as Eq. 9).

L = Rr2-4Kdt (9)

where K is the turbulence coefficient and R is a uniform random number (-0. - 0.5). The time
step (dt) of the calculation was 10 days. According from the parameterisation of Cs mode][4], 1.3X
108 CM2 s-1 and 03 CM2 s-' are used for the horizontal and vertical turbulence coefficient.
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2.2 Scavenging model

The one-dimensional, two-phase Pu model, which was applied at Tahiti (southeast part of the
Pacific Ocean), developed by Perianez[5], has been adopted in the present OGCM model. Transfer
between the dissolved phase and the particulate phase is subject to the kinetic transfer coefficients of
k, (adsorption) and k2 (desorption). The particulate phase sinks with the sedimentation velocity of wz.

According to Livingston et al.[6], only a very small fraction of material originating at the sea
surface actually arrives at the seabed. The process of sedimentation can be viewed in two different
ways. "Normal sedimentation" occurs when Pu adheres to fine particles and is desorbed later during
the scavenging process. On the other hand, during "fast sedimentation", defined by the sedimentation
rate coefficient (), Pu is trapped by large particles or plankton and sinks very quickly and is. never
desorbed. The scavenging model and parameters used in this study is schematically shown in Fig. .
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Fast Sedimentation; De� :orption; k2(s-1)
(reaching seabed instantaneously IF 0.01
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Fig. 1 A simplified scavenging model used in this study.

2.3 Concept of the model validation

Since 1945, 10.87 PBq of 219,14OPu has been input into the earth as global fallout from 543
atmospheric nuclear tests[7]. The fallout from most nuclear tests has been distributed globally (global
component), but the fallout from Bikini and Enewetak comprised a substantial amount of local
component as well. The amount of 239,24OpU in local fallout from Bildni Atoll (I I'N, 1651E) and
Enewetak Atoll (I IIN, 1621E) was estimated in the present paper from 239 ,24OPu analyses of surface
soils collected in the Marshall Islands by Simon et al.[8].

The estimated annual marine deposition Of 239,24Op i shown as squares in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Annual marine deposition Of 239,24OpU from global and local fallout estimated on the basis of
UNSCEAR 2000) 9Sr data and the number of atmospheric nuclear tests.
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3. RESULT DISCUSSION

3.1 Three dimensional velocity field

The annually averaged velocity field in the surface layer is shown in Fig.3. Generally, good
agreement is recognized between the calculated and measured velocity field. But some parts of the
calculated currents are different with the measured ones.

Since the Arctic Ocean is not considered in this study, the North Atlantic and Norwegian current is
not realistic very much. These currents should flow toward the Arctic Sea, but the northward flow is
very week. Also the East Greenland current to the south should be stronger. The Canaries and Guinea
Current look also a little week because of the effect of this topography.

Because of the coarseness of the grid system, the Equatorial Countercurrent is not recognized in
the calculated flow. The seawater in the region between 3 degrees north and 10 degrees north moves
northward in this study.
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Fig.3. Annual current field at the surface depth (25m)

3.2 Vertical profiles of the water column in the Pacific Ocean

Over 100 water profiles Of 219,24OpU collected from 1970's to 1990's were calculated and compared
with the observed ones. Generally, there is good agreement between the measured and calculated
results for 219,24OpU concentrations in water profiles. For example, the profile shown in Fig.4, situated

M-3in the centre of the North Pacific, the peak concentration in 1973 was around 80 rnBq . It gradually
decreased to around 30 mBq M-3 observed in 1997. The present model can calculate this long-term
decrease very well. However, some profiles did not show good agreement between the calculated and
observe d values. In te deep sea, resuspension from the seabed to deep water was observed, however,
the present Pu model does not include this process.

The 119,240Pu profiles in the north of the North Pacific were calculated larger than the observations.
There may be three reasons for this overestimation:

(1) The horizontal grid of this model is 2 degrees, therefore it is impossible to include the
Aleutian Islands. There is some possibility to overestimate the flow from Alaska Sea to
Bering Sea, which is rich in Pu.

(2) The present model does not cover the Bering Strait either, so no inflow or outflow to the
Arctic Ocean is considered in the model. No inflow means no Pu inflow to the Arctic Sea,
and no outflow means no dilution by the seawater of the Arctic Sea that has less Pu.
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(3) This region is well known for its high biological productivity. As mentioned above, P is
transferred more rapidly downwards by the scavenging process and therefore different
sedimentation coefficients should be used here.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of calculated and observed water profiles

3.3 239,24OpU in seabed sediment

Fig.5 shows the 239,24OpU inventories in seabed sediment in the North Pacific Ocean. The
experimental values collected from 1978 to 1997 were gathered by Livingston et al.[6]. The calculated
contours (adjusted for 1980) agree well with the experimental results, except for areas at high latitudes.
As mentioned above, biological productivity at high latitudes in the North Pacific is very substantial
and therefore Pu is rapidly scavenged downwards from the water column to sediment.
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Fig.5. Observed (points) and calculated (isolines) 239,24OpU inventories in seabed sediment collected
in the North Pacific Ocean.
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